755 matches from 142 sources, of which 25 are online sources.

PlagLevel: 3.4%

☑ [0] (15 matches, 0.9%) from your PlagScan document "ABD_KARIM_T..._NORTH_MALUKU.odt" dated 201
(+ 1 documents with identical matches)
☑ [2] (10 matches, 0.8%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...Z_APPLICATION.pdf" dated 201
☑ [3] (11 matches, 0.9%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...DAG_Algorithm.pdf" dated 2017
☑ [4] (10 matches, 0.8%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...N_COEFFICIENT.pdf" dated 201
☑ [5] (10 matches, 0.6%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...USING_PYTHON.odt" dated 201
☑ [6] (10 matches, 0.6%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...RED_PROCEDURE.pdf" dated 201
☑ [7] (8 matches, 0.7%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...Service_Chat.pdf" dated 2017-0
☑ [8] (8 matches, 0.6%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...065 Ian Akbar.docx" dated 2016-03
☑ [9] (8 matches, 0.7%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...Project-v2-1.docx" dated 2016-03
☑ [10] (8 matches, 0.7%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...XY_USING_JAVA.pdf" dated 201
☑ [11] (8 matches, 0.7%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...ject-13020031.docx" dated 2017-
☑ [12] (8 matches, 0.6%) from a PlagScan document "Kristian_Tr...g_Google_Maps.odt" dated 2017-07-
☑ [13] (11 matches, 0.7%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...ng_IOT_System.odt" dated 201-
(+ 2 documents with identical matches)
☑ [16] (9 matches, 0.6%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...ity_With_IOT.pdf" dated 2017-
☑ [17] (7 matches, 0.6%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...roid_Platform.pdf" dated 2017-0-
☑ [18] (10 matches, 0.7%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...ogle_Maps_API.pdf" dated 201
☑ [19] (8 matches, 0.6%) from your PlagScan document "Raynald_Ek...OLLING_SYSTEM.odt" dated 201-
(+ 2 documents with identical matches)
☑ [22] (7 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...D_APPLICATION.odt" dated 201
☑ [23] (7 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...ort_13020053.pdf" dated 201-
☑ [24] (8 matches, 0.6%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...ORT_ALGORITHM.pdf" dated 2
☑ [25] (7 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...g_Google_Maps.odt" dated 201-
☑ [26] (7 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...RED_PROCEDURE.odt" dated 2
☑ [27] (6 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...ogle_maps_api.pdf" dated 2017-
☑ [28] (9 matches, 0.6%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...marang_by_API.pdf" dated 2017-
☑ [29] (4 matches, 0.4%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...is_Bernadette.docx" dated 2016-1
☑ [30] (6 matches, 0.5%) from your PlagScan document "Jonas_Theod...REST_LOCATION.odt" dated 201-
(+ 23 documents with identical matches)
☑ [54] (6 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...R &_HISTOGRAM.odt" dated 201-
☑ [55] (6 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...WS_CLUSTERING.pdf" dated 201-
(+ 1 documents with identical matches)
☑ [57] (6 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...ULTIPLE_HEAPS.odt" dated 201-
(+ 1 documents with identical matches)
☑ [59] (6 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...g_and_k-means.pdf" dated 201-
☑ [60] (8 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation..._Optimization.pdf" dated 2017-0-
☑ [61] (7 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...nduning_Rat.docx" dated 201-
☑ [62] (7 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...rady_Hendrawan.pdf" dated 201-
☑ [63] (7 matches, 0.5%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...Riki_Santosa.pdf" dated 2016-
☑ [64] (5 matches, 0.4%) from a PlagScan document of your organisation...att_Algorithm.pdf" dated 2017-0-
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